TO: Honorable Members of the Senate Appropriations Committee

FROM: Marci Hamilton, Founder & CEO, CHILD USA, and Kathryn Robb, Executive Director, CHILD USAdvocacy

RE: California S.B. 435 – Civil law: personal rights: online sex trafficking: sexual photographs

DATE: January 18, 2022

Dear Honorable Members of the Senate Appropriations Committee,

Thank you for allowing us to submit testimony in support of S.B. 435, which will strengthen current policies addressing online sexual exploitation and abuse of children (OSEAC) and the distribution of child sex abuse material (CSAM). The troubling reality is that the very online platforms we use daily to connect with one another and exchange information are now being used to commit OSEAC and produce and traffic CSAM. While this material is transmitted behind a screen, the images and videos depict actual crimes and egregious sexual violations against children.²

Not only do these images and videos document victims’ exploitation and abuse, but each time a child victim’s image is redistributed, collected, and viewed, their abuse is perpetuated and that child is re-victimized.³ Additionally, abusers often use the online arena for “child grooming,” with the end goal of manipulating the child to send a sexually explicit photo or video and/or to meet in-person to sexually abuse the child.⁵ Thus, if passed, this legislation will mark a critical step in California’s fight against both online and offline child exploitation and abuse.

Tragically, OSEAC is one of the fastest growing crimes and threats against children, with the demand for CSAM reaching epidemic proportions in recent years:

- In 2021, the US Sentencing Commission found that OSEAC has increased by 422% over the last 15 years.⁶
- In 2020, 65.4 million CSAM images and video files were reported to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children’s CyberTipline, the highest number of reports ever received in a single year.⁷
- At any given time, there are at least one million child sex offenders searching for CSAM online.⁸
- Research into actively trafficked images of identified victims suggests that CSAM becomes more violent and sexually explicit over time.⁹
• With the shift to teleworking and remote learning, there has been a rise in the funding, production, and distribution of CSAM during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{10}

**1 IN 5 GIRLS AND 1 IN 13 BOYS ARE SEXUALLY ABUSED**

In the United States, approximately 1 in 5 girls and 1 in 13 boys are sexually abused before the age of 18.\textsuperscript{11} The trauma stemming from sexual assault, including in the form of OSEAC, is complex and individualized, and it \textbf{impacts victims throughout their lifetimes:}\textsuperscript{12}

• Trauma related to child sexual assault can have devastating impacts on the young adult brain, including posttraumatic stress disorder, disrupted neurodevelopment and impaired social, emotional, and cognitive development.\textsuperscript{13}

• Child victims are at greatest risk for future revictimization.\textsuperscript{14}

• The physical health implications of experiencing sexual violence are often underappreciated, yet they often exacerbate the significant and pervasive emotional and financial costs associated with victimization, especially for those with chronic health conditions.\textsuperscript{15}

The trauma attendant to sexual assault also \textbf{gravely impacts victims’ ability to participate and succeed in school}, and ultimately, their future career path:

• Approximately 40\% of victims who report sexual violence to their schools experience a substantial disruption in their educations.\textsuperscript{16}

• Nearly 10\% of victims drop out of school entirely.\textsuperscript{17}

• For those victims who remain enrolled, the vast majority experience adverse academic effects which, in turn, negatively impact their financial wellbeing.\textsuperscript{18}

Moreover, the costs of child sex abuse are staggering, generating expenses that impact the nation’s health care, education, criminal justice, and welfare systems, costing nearly $2 trillion annually.\textsuperscript{19} Numerous scholarly studies have concluded that the \textbf{average cost of child maltreatment is approximately $830,928 per victim.}\textsuperscript{20} OSEAC and the spread of CSAM is a serious and costly public health problem across our country, and we must work together as a community to create laws and policies that keep children safe.

\textbf{California does not escape these consequences.} In 2012, Audrie Pott was sexually assaulted and, afterwards, sexually explicit photos of her were distributed online. Audrie committed suicide.
eight days later, at the age of fifteen. S.B. 435 will help ensure that other children in California will not suffer the same tragic consequences as Audrie.

We commend you for supporting this bill, which will indeed better protect California’s children from the trauma of OSEAC and the production and distribution of CSAM. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions regarding online child sexual exploitation or if we can be of assistance in any way on other child protection issues.

Sincerely,

Marci A. Hamilton, Esq.
Founder & CEO
CHILD USA
3508 Market Street, Suite 202
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 539-1906

Kathryn Robb, Esq.
Executive Director
CHILD USAdvocacy
3508 Market St., Suite 201
Philadelphia, PA 19104

1 Professor Marci A. Hamilton is the Founder & CEO of CHILD USA, an interdisciplinary think tank dedicated to the prevention of child abuse and neglect at the University of Pennsylvania, where she is a Professor in the Fels Institute of Government and a Senior Resident Fellow in the Program for Research on Religion. She is also the author of Justice Denied: What America Must Do to Protect Its Children (Cambridge University Press 2008, 2012), which makes the case for statute of limitations (SOL) reform in the child sex abuse arena, and is the leading expert on the history and constitutionality of SOL reform. CHILD USA is the leading national nonprofit think tank dedicated to the prevention of child abuse and neglect. It is also the leader in the field of statute of limitations reform, as well as other cutting-edge issues related to child protection, like child marriage. Kathryn Robb is the Executive Director of CHILD USAdvocacy, a 501(c)(4) advocacy organization dedicated to protecting children’s civil liberties and keeping children safe from abuse and neglect. CHILD USAdvocacy draws on the combined expertise of the nation’s leading experts and child advocates, specifically at its sister organization, CHILD USA, to advocate for more protective laws and policies in the States and at the federal level. Kathryn is also an outspoken survivor of child sex abuse.
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